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Abstract: In financial service organisations clients are imposing increasingly greater demands on staff. The organisations need to find a balance between, on the one hand, "being in control", and promoting staff responsibility, flexibility and enterprise on the other. Managers have a crucial role in this process and their leadership is assumed to have an influence on how New Ways of Working (NWW) are applied by employees. New working patterns could offer space to staff to demonstrate and further develop their competences (organising their own work and goals; showcasing independence, determination, goal-orientation, communication, flexible behaviour and collaboration). NWW is aimed at staff flexibility and the utilisation of new technical developments in order to work independently of time and place, and thereby being of even greater service to the client. The leadership style in the financial service sector is primarily task-oriented, and this is also included in the organisation where this case study was conducted. It is apparent from this study that a task-oriented leadership style does not contribute to NWW, although this is dependent on the nature of the department and the type of roles. The recommendation, based partly on the literature, is to invest in another style of leadership: the person-centred leadership style.
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1. Introduction

There has been a change in client behaviour among consumers. Clients are increasingly expecting to be able to determine when, where and how they wish to conduct business with organisations [1, 2]. A new way of working is necessary in order to be able to adequately respond to this.

New Ways of Working aspire to separate the constraints of time and place from staff flexibility and the usage of innovative technical developments, thus supplying a unique service to the client. In addition to this, NWW offers staff the opportunity to combine work and home life better, enabling them to work more flexibly, as well as further their personal development [3]. This links in to the trend that from an employees’ perspective staff are now also expecting different opportunities than in the past. They attach greater value to flexibility and development opportunities [4, 5], for instance.

The financial service sector requires a stricter organisation process in order to promote client satisfaction. However, this leads to friction in terms of employee independence and flexibility and clients’ wishes for more flexibility.

The ability to exercise the power of "being in control", whilst also taking into account and encouraging staff responsibility, flexibility and entrepreneurship is a skill organisations need to have in the financial service sector. Managers have a crucial role here as their leadership style has an influence on NWW.

New ways of working propose a wider scope for staff to exhibit and evolve their individual competences.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows. Firstly, the focus will be on the literature around the NWW topic and the four NWW pillars. Subsequently, the research question and hypotheses will be addressed, followed by the results of the study. The results will be used to arrive at a conclusion, and finally the practical relevance of the study will be considered along with suggestions for further research.

2. New Ways of Working (NWW)

There are numerous definitions for "The New Way of Working" (NWW) [3, 6], and where previous management philosophies have emphasised the optimisation of the work process [2], NWW places the emphasis on the result [5].

Bijl's [7] is as follows: "NWW is a vision whereby recent developments in information technology act as a catalyst for
a better design and management of knowledge work. This involves the reconstruction of the physical work place, the organisational structure and culture, the management style and, lest we forget, the mentality of the knowledge worker and his manager” [7]. Bijl's definition [7] encompasses all other definitions as it includes the four most important focus areas (people, organisation, work environment and technology). The emphasis NWW places on the result demands a different organisation of the work place, the organisational structure and the style of leadership. Additionally, the current technology offers the opportunity to work without the restriction of time or location [7].

In order to be able to implement NWW, the work concerned should involve knowledge work, a lower emphasis on an individual's physical presence at work and staff should be willing (motivation) and able (competence) to apply NWW. De Leede and Kraijenbrink [8] have also outlined four important conditions for working, according to NWW, and achieving positive results. These are: trust between colleagues, trust between employees-supervisors, social cohesion and result-oriented leadership. According to De Leede and Kraijenbrink [8] trust and social cohesion may be seen as mediators by demonstrating the result of NWW on an organisation's performance.

There are both benefits and disadvantages to NWW. The benefits are cost savings and increased profits. Costs savings come about through [7,8] lower office accommodation costs, a reduction in staff costs through a decrease in travel costs, a reduction in sickness absences [5], fewer personnel through higher productivity and a reduction in IT costs.

Profit increases result from, for instance, added value [3] from increased employee satisfaction, increased customer satisfaction, a better use of work potential, an improvement of the employer's image and a contribution to society through sustainable enterprise. As outlined above, De Leede and Kraijenbrink [8] suggest that improved performance can only be achieved where there is trust and social cohesion present in the organisation.

There are also disadvantages to take into account. One disadvantage of NWW is that staff may actually lose the balance between work and home life. As they are able to work anywhere, they will. As a consequence, the balance is lost [3,7]. Another disadvantage is that it has a negative effect on the social relationships between people. People would have less face-to-face interaction, so the focus, which should be mainly on the task and the human aspect, becomes lost because there is less social cohesion to begin with [3,7]. A third disadvantage is that, despite the fact that NWW is technically possible, it usually meets with resistance when it is introduced. Erasmus University [9] has underlined three obstacles to introducing NWW, including staff anxiety about losing a permanent desk space or contact with colleagues, significant resistance by managers to change their management style due to a lack of trust in competences of their staff or the organisational culture that does not fit in with NWW.

Four focus areas have been highlighted for NWW [7,10, and 11]. These four pillars are:

1. The individual: this includes elements such as motivation and competence (development)
2. The organisation: this includes organisational structure, organisational culture and leadership style.
3. The work environment: this includes office space and design.
4. The technology: this includes ICT equipment and support.

According to Bijl [10], there is a relationship between the four focus areas described above, and change or renewal is required in all four areas in order to achieve the NWW objective.

2.1. The Individual and Competence (Development)

On the basis of the literature there are a number of skills that can be identified as prerequisites to realise the style of work appropriate for NWW [7]. According to Stam [12], the most important skills are: managing staff, organising one's own work, commitment, networking, independence, decision-making skills, goal-orientation, communication, flexible behaviour and collaboration. It is important for the organisation to aim at the development of the abovementioned abilities in order to encourage NWW [13]. NWW supplies the advantage of allowing staff to advance their abilities such as responsibility, flexibility and enterprise. These abilities contribute to satisfying the increasing demand of client expectations. It is without a doubt that this is an important condition to be distinctive within the financial service sector.

2.2. Organization

Three elements are bound together within the organisation: vision/ambition, organisational structure and organisational culture [7,8].

Vision and ambition reflect the aim and direction of the organisation. It is necessary for the organisation to formulate a vision and ambition in respect of NWW in order to motivate staff and implement NWW successfully. This vision and ambition should represent an extension of the organisational strategy [7].

The arrival of NWW may mean that new organisational structures are required. Within this process there is a move towards network structures, in which there are self-evident or emphatic collaborative relationships between independent organisations, or mutually between individuals, as well as self-management, self-organisation, enterprise and exchange of information with the aid of ICT [7,14]. Organisational culture relates both to how individuals within the organisation want to interact [7] and to how they actually communicate and collaborate with each other [15]. These have to correspond, and leadership plays an important role in this [2, 15, and 16].

The style of management determines a significant part of the culture within an organisation [17]. NWW ensures for the
need of person-centred leadership, staff support, collaboration, and the realisation of connections with staff [7,10].

2.3. Technology

NWW requires that ICT helps staff to be more productive, more creative and more flexible. The implementation process of NWW is able to run more smoothly once technology has been applied in the organisation both internally and externally [18]. ICT is the one pillar providing us with the opportunity to arrange encounters that are independent of time and place [19]. However, technology is not the engine within NWW, but it enables and facilitates it [5]. Bijl [7] describes ICT as a catalyst and a driving force. ICT is primarily the communication technology that enables collaboration and communication [5], which can contribute to enhance social cohesion [8].

2.4. Work Environment

An organisation may opt to introduce only parts of NWW [5]. Partial implementation of NWW leads to a hybrid organisation in which components of a traditional organisation are combined with those following NWW [12]. NWW is aimed at working methods that are free of the constraints of time and place. The employee tailors his work to the working environment. Work is undertaken within the organisation with flexible work spaces customised specifically to various sorts of activities [7,10, and 15]. The office is often no longer the primary work environment, rather it is a meeting place for staff. Essers [19] describes “the office as sitting in the employees' bag”. He refers to this as "the mobile office" which is geared to the employee's work.

It is of importance for employees to remain connected, and the office within the organisation is often the "home location" and binding agent for staff [3]. This location is designed in such a way that staff gladly physically meet each other there to work together [7].

3. Leadership Style

As described earlier leadership style determines the organisational culture to a significant degree. The factors of communication and collaboration, both perceived by the staff and the actual representation, are components of organisation culture. [15]. These have to correspond, and leadership plays an important role in this [2, 15, and 16].

Since the 1940s, leadership behaviour has been a key issue and a distinction is being drawn between task-oriented and person-centred leadership styles [20,21]. Therefore in this study a distinction will be made between task-oriented and person-centred leadership styles.

According to Kluytmans [22] and Taberno [23] task-oriented leadership refers to the degree to which the leader takes the initiative for activities within the group. This manager leads and says what has to happen, often including the best way to do so and is actively involved in the performance of the work. Person-centred leadership pertains to the level to which the manager proves to be attentive to the well being of his staff. This manager shows great appreciation for work that is carried out properly, emphasises the difference in work satisfaction and enhances the sense of self-worth amongst staff by treating them all as equals [22,23].

Bijl [7,10] has suggested that NWW leads to a need for person-centred leadership, staff support, the realisation of connections with staff and collaboration. De Leede and Krajtenbrink [8], on the other hand, suggest that there is a need for results-oriented leadership which corresponds to task-oriented leadership. This will be explored in further detail in this study, as task-oriented leadership is the most common form of leadership within the financial sector where the study is to be conducted.

New working ways should offer staff the room to demonstrate and establish important competences such as responsibility, flexibility and entrepreneurship [7].

The research question will be explored using the two following hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1: Task-oriented leadership has a negative effect on "New Ways of Working" (see also figure 1).

Hypothesis 2: "New Ways of Working" has a positive effect on staff competence (see also figure 2).

4. Methodology

The research methodology is a case study. We opted for this strategy, as this organisation is a typical case of financial service industry in the Netherlands. Case studies may be used for different types of research purposes, including theory development and theory testing, in which key variables and their links are identified and described [24,25]. A quantitative method was adopted in this study as - along with objectivity and the avoidance of selective observations - this provides the opportunity to approach multiple respondents [26]. The study was undertaken at a financial service organisation in the south of the Netherlands at the Sales & Service and Financial Advice departments. This study included deductive research methods, given that hypotheses were formulated on the basis of a literature review which were subsequently tested in the study. The use of a survey is particularly appropriate for deductive research, as this provides an
accessible and manageable way to collect and explain data. Furthermore, a snapshot approach or cross-sectional study design was employed as the study was conducted at a specific moment in time. As such, there was no time available to conduct a longitudinal study. It was also desirable to know the state of affairs at this specific moment in order to be able to take action in the short term.

Validated questionnaires (validity reflects whether the research is actually measuring what it is supposed to measure) [25] were used in order to increase reliability (the extent to which the collection of data, the techniques used and the analysis ensured for interdependent findings) [25]. Stam’s validated questionnaires comprising of different components were used in this study [12].

The NWW environment organisational scan was used to determine to what extent staff were working according to the “New Ways of Working”. A maximum of 12 points may be scored in this questionnaire. 0 to 4 points equates to the traditional work environment; a score between 5 to 8 is equivalent to a hybrid organisation; and a score between 9 and 12 reflects an NWW environment.

The leadership questionnaire consists of two parts: the first is only completed by the managers and measures how they view themselves: more person-centred or more task-oriented. The second part determines how staff view their managers; the scores here may also lie between person-centred and task-oriented.

The final questionnaire covered the NWW skills. Stam [12] has defined a number of competences on the basis of a literature review which fit best within the “New Ways of Working”: organising one’s own work, commitment, networking, independence, decision-making skills, result-orientation, communication, flexible behaviour and collaboration. The actual competence of an employee is not measured when determining competence, rather the extent to which the employee feels there is space to demonstrate this competence and the degree to which the organisation offers room in its policies for this competence to be demonstrated is measured. For instance, it may be that an employee is in fact highly flexible, but is unable to demonstrate this flexibility due to the nature of his or her position.

The questionnaires were sent with an introductory letter explaining the aim of the study and the anonymity of the answers. The list of concepts that was used was also required alongside the questions in order to give clarification.

Homogeneity of the questionnaire is an important part of reliability. Cronbach’s alpha was used to determine whether the collection of data was homogeneous [26]. The internal reliability of the leadership style questionnaire completed by managers was inadequate (α = .590). The reliability of the leadership style questionnaire completed by non-managerial staff was also inadequate (α = 0.648). The reliability of Stam’s competences questionnaire [12] was good (α = .864).

5. Results

All of the 101 employees of the Sales & Service and Financial Advice departments were requested to fill out the questionnaire. In total, 71 completed questionnaires were returned, meaning the response percentage is 70%. 32 respondents (approximately 45%) were employed in the Sales & Service department and 38 respondents (approximately 54%) in the Financial Advice department. One respondent (1.41%) worked in both departments. 31% of the respondents from the Sales & Service department were male; for the Financial Advice department this was 45%. The average age of respondents in the Sales & Service department was 43.44 (SD = 11.98), for the Financial Advice department this was 38.83 (SD = 8.71). Furthermore, the average number of years in service was 18.17 (SD = 14.52) for the Sales & Service department, and 13.18 (SD = 9.14) for the Financial Advice department. 83.1% of respondents were employed for more than 28 hours per week.

Approximately half (49.3%) of the 71 respondents had completed higher professional education (42.3%) or higher academic education (7%). This contrasted with 50.3% of respondents who had completed vocational secondary education. Of the 35 respondents who had completed higher education 22 (62.85%) were employed within the Financial Advice department. The results of the NWW environment organisation scan [17] revealed a score of 8.033 (SD=1.83) indicating that it was a hybrid organisation. When the results were analysed by the department approximately half of the respondents in Financial Advice were of the opinion that there was an "NWW Environment” in place and the other half believed there to be a hybrid organisation. In the Sales & Service department the distribution of scores was 30% for an NWW organisation and 70% for a hybrid organisation.

It was apparent from this case study that the work environment and technology pillars [7,10,11] fulfilled staff expectations to the greatest extent in respect of NWW. Further focus is still required, and there are opportunities for development in terms of the individual and organisation pillars [7,10,11].

The results of the questionnaires demonstrated to managers that they allocated themselves a higher score in terms of person-centred leadership than their staff. In respect of the components relating to task-oriented leadership, the opposite occurred: managers viewed themselves as less task-oriented than their staff.

Turning to the departments, it was noticeable that 36.6% of the Sales & Service department experienced the style of their managers as person-centred. In the Financial Advice department this percentage was 38.2%.

In the Sales & Service department the correlation between a task-oriented leadership style and "New Ways of Working" was 0.10, and a task-oriented leadership style explained 1% of the variance in "New Ways of Working". Table 1 shows that a task-oriented leadership style did not have a significant effect (p > 0.05) on "New Ways of Working" (B = -0.03; Standard Error = 0.07). There is therefore no relationship in this department between a task-oriented leadership style and "The New Ways of Working".
In the Financial Advice department the correlation between a task-oriented leadership style and "New Ways of Working" was 0.40, and a task-oriented leadership style explained 16% of the variance in "New Ways of Working" within that department. It may be seen from Table 2 that there is a significant negative linear relationship between a task-oriented leadership style (p < 0.05) on "New Ways of Working". There is therefore a negative association between task-oriented leadership style and "The New Ways of Working" in this department.

Table 2. The effect of task-oriented leadership on NWW (Financial Advice; n = 31).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task-oriented leadership</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>Standard error</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>-0.40</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is partially supportive of Hypothesis 1. Task-oriented leadership has no influence on NWW in the Sales & Service department, in contrast to the Financial Advice department where there is an effect. Apparently, the nature of the work and the type of staff have an influence as to whether or not task-oriented leadership has an effect on NWW.

Hypothesis 2, the supposition that new working ways should be able to offer staff room to demonstrate and further develop competences such as responsibility, flexibility and entrepreneurship, could not be confirmed in this case study.

6. Discussion and Conclusion

This case study at a financial service organisation confirms that task-oriented leadership does not contribute to NWW [7], although it has become apparent that whether the leadership style effects NWW is dependent on the nature of the work and the type of staff involved. According to Shahabi [27] there is a negative relationship between task-oriented leadership and an organisation's results.

The hypothesis that NWW should be able to offer staff further room to demonstrate and further develop competences such as responsibility, flexibility and entrepreneurship, could not be confirmed on the basis of this case study.

There is therefore a difference between the literature in this area and the results. Theory suggests that NWW satisfies employees' needs and wishes [12]. This leads to greater degrees of motivation within staff [3] resulting in the development of competences necessary for NWW, such as flexible behaviour [12]. The expectation created by the literature is therefore not fulfilled in practice. It is possible that the work processes within the organisation do not allow for the sufficient development of these competences.

Over recent years there has been a significant amount of research into the nature of NWW. To date little is known about the full impact of NWW within organisations or the relationships between its components. However, positive effects on the sub-components have been reported [3]. This study has provided an insight into the effect of task-oriented leadership on NWW and the relationship between NWW and the scope to which staff can demonstrate and develop their competences in organisations within the financial service sector.

Further research could focus on the effects of NWW on organisations' results. Numerous companies have started to implement NWW and a significant amount of research has been published in terms of the implementation of this process. However, when we look at the effects of the implementation of NWW there has is very little to no information available. Other areas on which NWW could have a positive effect are employee satisfaction, the use of employee potential and the enhancement of employer image [7].

A better insight into the effects of NWW on an organisation and its results may help organisations to make a better informed choice of whether or not to implement NWW. More insight could also be obtained in respect of the mediating effect of NWW in the relationship between leadership style and the development of staff competences. Research should also be conducted within other sectors in order to provide an inter-sectoral answer to the research question.

Finally, this study undertook specific research into task-oriented leadership. Future research should reveal the presumed positive effect of person-centred leadership on NWW.
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